
Dictation &
Transcription
Solutions
Highly customizable and completely integrated, crucial 
components essential for every healthcare document 
management system.

Dictation, Transcription, Speech Recognition, 
Computer-Assisted Coding & CDI Solutions

The Fusion Suite™
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Fusion Voice 
Digital Dictation

World-class health systems and 
community health providers fi nd 
Fusion Voice® can be tailored to meet 
their unique needs. The Fusion Voice 

Dictation System provides a scalable architecture 
to accommodate growth. An exclusive, fault-
tolerant design provides high availability. System 
partitioning provides a single system image that 
can be shared by many facilities and departments 
without compromise.

Transition tools are built in to provide an avenue 
to reach beyond dictation to speech recognition 
when the technology is right for your physicians 
and your infrastructure is ready to support it. 

Transparent Technology
A series of built-in tools allows even extreme 
customization to integrate with your existing IT 
solutions. Instead of teaching your staff  how to 
use the system, teach the system how the users 
work. Take advantage of keystroke and process 
savings through simple integrations: let the EMR 
or PACs workstation identify a study and save 
scanning a barcode, download the physician's 
schedule to their dictation device and save button 
presses, and let Fusion Voice update report 
statuses to departmental chart tracking systems to 
save manual data entry. 

By providing advanced, intuitive features to assist 
busy users and accommodating a potentially 
remote, and possibly global workforce, you are 
ready to meet inevitable change with these 
advanced dictation solutions.

The quality of a patient's chart relies upon the clinician's ability to eff ectively 
communicate fi ndings, plans and progress. A reliable, accessible and fl uid 
dictation workfl ow is essential, and Fusion Voice provides this platform.
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Adaptable
Fusion Voice builds on the traditional methods 
of digital dictation. Support includes telephones, 
dictate stations, and digital portables as well 
as dictation options for smart phones, PC-
workstations and VoIP. Support one or all in the 
same installed solution.

Reliable
To ensure business continuity in the event of 
computer or network failures, our exclusive Fault 
Tolerant Module (FTM) is essential to mission 
critical deployments. By distributing the processing 
and data storage across multiple servers, possibly 
even in diff erent geographic locations, Fusion 
Voice provides single-view management with zero 
downtime expectation.

� �

Secure
An essential component in HIPAA/HITECH planning 
often has been the ability to manage the need 
to provide a highly accessible dictation reporting 
system while maintaining the safeguards required 
to protect health information.

Fusion Voice logs all events, tracks all access and 
can even alert you if a breach has potentially 
occurred. Encryption ensures delivery of dictation 
from end-to-end without worry.

Flexible
Today's healthcare providers must have a 
revenue strategy. To meet the individual needs 
of healthcare providers, Fusion off ers multiple 
fi nancial options. Whether you want to buy and 
own your dictation solution or take advantage of 
our Software as a Service (SaaS) options called 
Fusion Live™ or Atom Live™, our cost-eff ective 
solutions and return on investment will satisfy 
the most discerning fi nancial analyst in your 
organization.

� �

Why choose Fusion?
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Fusion Text
Transcription and Editing

Dolbey transcription software is recognized 
as the industry leader for features and 
customer satisfaction. Extend in-house 
functionality to remote workers with ease 

while maintaining control. Manage reports from 
dictation to signature and distribution to fi nal 
document archival in this highly customizable and 
feature-rich system.

Key components of Fusion Text® enable 

transcription/editing to work faster and easier 
with greater precision than ever before. Speed 
typing, customized formats, medical spell checking 
and stored routines are highlights of the tool 
kit and are easy to learn for all transcription 
staff . Integration with patient registration, 
demographics and order systems eliminates 
redundancy while ensuring the integrity of the 
data as it is passed from Fusion Text to your 
Health Information System or EMR.

Highly productive, customizable and completely integrated; these are crucial 
components essential for every healthcare document management system.



Productivity
Transcriptionists will experience 
a signifi cant increase in daily 
line production by using 
the Fusion Text productivity 
tools. Personal and global 
report normals, medical and 
pharmaceutical dictionary and 
spell check, addendum tools, 
report search and keyboard 
shortcuts all combine to create 
an environment for speed and 
quality.

Reporting
The Custom Management 
Report features rich data with 
customized views that focus on 
tracking productivity, employee 
time, work volume and trends. 
Use this tool to design your 
own report by selecting the 
columns, grouping levels, 
sorting, criteria, and various 
other options. Output detailed 
lists or create quick executive 
summaries including color 
charts and graphics.

Integration
By integrating ADT and orders 
data into the Fusion system, 
transcription will gain productivity 
while assuring the consistent 
reliability of chart demographics. 
After documents are typed, 
Fusion can send entire reports, 
report elements or discreet data, 
to your Electronic Health Record, 
Health Information System or 
departmental system. Dolbey's 
experience has led to established 
integration with nearly every 
major software vendor in the 
healthcare industry.
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What is 
the Fusion Suite?
Dolbey's award-winning healthcare suite of solutions improve productivity 
while delivering better documentation which improves patient care. Since 
1914, Dolbey has consistently evolved its products incorporating the latest 
technologies available to meet the demands of the healthcare community. 
Today, our suite of products includes Speech Recognition (premise or cloud-
based), CAPD, CDI, CAC, Transcription and Dictation.

You can experience more accurate documentation, 
healthier patients and better revenue cycle with Dolbey.
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Speech
Recognition

Transcription turns to editing when 
dictations are processed fi rst through the 
speech recognition engine before reaching 
transcription. Transcriptionists' edits 

fi ne tune the speech recognition dictionary for 
continuously improved accuracy.

Flexible report distribution reduces manual eff ort 
and provides essential audit trails and logs of 
where and to whom patient information has been 
sent. Print real-time or to patient fl oors, fax to 
multiple destinations determined by recipient 
preferences and even email reports to ordering 
and attending physicians with secure encryption 
and password protection.

From home, offi  ce, hospital or off -site, your 
clinicians can securely and quickly access their 
reports through an Internet browser. Physicians 
can view, sign and edit reports to speed document 
turnaround and availability. With confi gurable 
rules, iDocview™ even meets the needs of 
academic facilities that require multiple signatures 
and more complex signing relationships.

Fusion Speech® | BES powered by Nuance's SpeechMagic™ proves every day 
that speech recognition is a productivity tool for transcription.
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How can we help you?
Find out how our award-winning solutions can add value 
to your organization. Contact us or visit our website for 
more information.

Since 1914, Dolbey has been providing voice recording and document management 
solutions designed to help healthcare organizations improve workfl ow, boost 
productivity and increase profi tability.

The Fusion Suite platform is Dolbey’s line of award-winning software products 
that includes dictation, transcription, speech recognition, clinical documentation 
improvement  and computer-assisted coding technologies. Together they deliver an 
end-to-end solution which creates more accurate reporting of critical data elements 
and improves documentation, reimbursement and patient care.

Dictation | Speech | CAC / Medical Coding | CDI

Toll Free: 1800-982-4021 ext. 103
www.toppcopy.com

Fusion Text®, Fusion Speech® and iDocview™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of Dolbey and Company, Inc. Fusion Voice®, Fusion Live™ and 
Atom Live™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of Dolbey Systems, Inc. Fusion Suite™ is a trademark of Dolbey and Company, Inc. and Dolbey 
Systems, Inc. All other trademarks and trade names are the property of their respective owners.




